
Paris & Zurich ‐ SPECIAL

FRI 16 Leave the UK in the evening via our sailing to Calais. 

SAT 17 Arrive early at PARIS ORLY. We have all morning here, optionally leaving at 11am and driving to
TOUSSOUS, then back to ORLY. At lunchtime we drive to CDG and our airport hotel. The rest of the 

SUN 18 We have a free day at CDG, with the option of a lunchtime visit to LE BOURGET. We return to
 

UE 20 After breakfast, we head south to DIJON. Then we stop at the CHATEAU DE SAVIGNY BEAUNE
museum. Then it's on to LYON BRON and finally LYON ST EXUPERY and our overnight Airport hotel.

WED 21 Today we drive to LYON CORBAS and visit the museum, including it's Falcon and Nord 262. Then 
we cross into Switzerland and stop for a few hours at GENEVA. In the late afternoon we continue to 
LAUSANNE and our overnight hotel.

THU 22 A quick look in at LAUSANNE then up to PAYERNE to visit the museum. Then we continue to 
BERN for an airport tour. Then to BUOCHS, home to the PILATUS factory. We hope for a tour here. Finaly
we continue to ZURICH for our overnight hotel at the airport.

FRI 23 We have a full day at the airport, including a ramp tour. In the afternoon, you have the option to visit
DUBENDORF, returning to the roof deck afterwards.

SAT 24 A quick look to the terminal, then drive to STUTTGART. We have a ramp tour here, visiting the biz 
ramp. Then we continue to FRANKFURT, with our normal Airport hotel with views of the whole airport.

SUN 25 Our final day, with the morning at FRANKFURT, before leaving for COLOGNE. A short stop here 
and then to BRUSSELS. We stop at the viewing area, then continue to Calais for our return sailing, getting 
back late evening.

JUN 16‐25

Cost: £7 5 Deposit: £125 Single room: £295
Cost includes: Coach transportation, ferries, 8 nights hotel (bed & breakfast) Trade day airshow tickets

£189
UPGRADE

Double Seat & 
Free Hot drinks

3

the choice of leaving at 1400, 1500 or 1600, then having a quick look in at Charles De Gaulle. Then back to our 
hotel at ORLY for one more night.

T

MON 19 We depart for a full day at the airshow, where we drop off at the top of the airport. You have the

ORLY in the evening and our airport hotel.

afternoon is free.


